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Crude oil price volatility has been under particular attention of
economists and politicians during last decades. Rapidly rising and
falling prices is putting pressure on major market fundamentals and
therefore it is becoming vital to define value of crude to sustain robust
economic condition. This paper is investigating in depth the
conception of netback calculation system and its possible application
to crude oil price assessment. Despite previous failure of the model,
the market condition existing today provides opportunity for adaptation
netback calculation mechanism to sustain actual price of crude oil. It
shall be argued that speculative trading bubble is misleading from true
market perception and it might be eliminated through calculation of
price of crude referring to netback calculation system. Moreover,
crude oil industry in this instance shall be working on the same
principle as every sector of economy where marginal profit is added to
the cost of production and the industry becomes much more
predictable in terms of supply, demand, price movement, etc.

Field of Research: Crude Oil Price Calculation Based on Netback Model

1. Introduction
Crude oil pricing has been under focused attention of all parties such as government,
multinational companies, refineries, etc. since this industry is standing in the core of
economic activity. The major question discussed among these parties is maximum
efficiency of sale considering production volume, availability of alternatives and
demand for petroleum products. The share of crude oil in energy sector equals to
39.3 per cent whilst gas is in the second place with 22.6 per cent market part. At the
same time, it must be highlighted that primary demand for oil is derived from
transportation sector since there is no viable alternative for gasoline, gasoil and jet
fuel (Speight, 2011) in the market. The energy sector as crucial part of economic
development programme is under constant attention and therefore parties involved in
the process are struggling to manage sustainable crude oil policy ensuring high price
when selling crude oil or low price when purchasing it. It is vital to ensure competent
strategic policy securing physical availability of crude and low price petroleum
products stimulating production and providing competitive advantage. However, the
imperfect condition of the market in reference to crude oil has changed the structure
of the market allowing number of unrelated to physical crude oil business parties
enter into the industry. The complexity of energy market established the situation
when big industrial nations as the US, the EU, China, India, Brazil, etc. are looking for
opportunities to secure oil supply whereas financial market opens prospect for trading
and locking profit as crude oil is primarily delivered to those countries from distant
location as Middle East, West Africa and North Sea.
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The evolution of crude oil market has been transferring market from one stage to
another whereas in each case different methodologies have been applied to estimate
the price of crude. One of the initial ways in estimating price of crude was ‘netback
calculation’ system adopted by Saudi Arabia in the mid 1980s. As major crude oil
exporting country during that period and leading country in crude oil supplying
organization OPEC, the methodology of price calculation adopted by Saudi Arabia
became example for other countries as well. In the absence of significant alternative
supplier of crude into the market and simple notion of fair price, it was proposed to
calculate price considering cost of production and adding fair value of marginal profit.
The basic conception of this methodology was calculation of the price from the sale
point of gasoline back towards the production field assessing cost in each stage
including transportation, refining and distribution of petroleum products. However,
further market development with discovery of new oil fields in the North Sea, growing
demand for petroleum products, rising variance of crude oil types and complexity of
refining system established the necessity of application of Benchmark modeling
where price of crude loading within the same geographical location refer to the price
settled for one crude grade. This formula has been evolving during last thirty years
and now is firmly standing in the core of price settlement mechanism. Nevertheless,
there are certain externalities of this model which shall be discussed in the frame of
this paper highlighting the importance of reverting back to netback formula. First of
all, benchmarking of the crude is leaving all other grades in disadvantaged position
since their price depends entirely on price of Brent in Mediterranean market, WTI in
the US and Dubai in East Asian region. Secondly, the price of benchmark does not
consider cost of production of all other grades delivered in particular region whereas
sale price for all of them shall be based on final benchmark price. Finally, there is no
any alternative system of pricing except benchmark model.
It is examined in this paper how price of crude is formed today whereas separate part
is reviewing the conception of netback calculation and its adaptation as an alternative
to benchmark model. It shall be studied the causes of failure of the system during
1980s and its necessity of application in relation to current market pricing principles.
In the beginning, the literature review presented in section 2 provides some analyses
from past academic works, despite the fact that this topic has been only partially
covered. In the next part, in chapter 3 it is demonstrated the methodology applicable
addressing the question of price settlement rules. In part 4, it is analyzed how
precisely netback calculation model might be adopted and applied in existing
calculation methodologies. The conclusion, part 5, based on the analyses of this
article particularly highlights the importance of netback calculation in price formation
due to number of advantageous provided in this instance such as valuation of crude,
risk consideration of supply and demand, opportunity for long-term business
projection and finally it shall lead to reduction of price from existing level of 100 US
dollars per barrel paving the way from establishment of new market relationship
models on the ground of vigorous fundamental market factors.

2. Literature Review
The case of netback calculation model and its importance in terms of reliable price
estimation methodology might be reviewed from different perspectives. It is
maintained by Moran and Russel (2009) that the case of energy security is standing
in the first place whereas the price of oil for actual receiver balloons because of the
risk associated with certain assumptions about crude oil supply or further demand for
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petroleum products. It is also demonstrated that ‘peak oil’ theory is still on agenda
even though it is argued by Deffeyes (2009) that the theory might be proved only
from retrospective standpoint. It is impossible to define the date when the ‘peak oil’
moment is reached whilst it can be argued only in the future that the production
volume of crude achieved its highest point sometime in the past. When Hubbert for
the first time in 1956 stated that the peak production moment of crude oil shall be in
the beginning of 1970s, it had led to particular shifts in the market changing the
position of many companies in the market. However, after almost sixty years, when
the production equals to 90 million barrel per day oppose to 45 million barrels per day
produced during that period, there is only one conclusion might be drawn in this
regard that production has been rising and therefore ‘peak oil’ moment has not been
observed yet, although the market is very vulnerable to any news regarding fall in
production and disruptions in supply. Taking into consideration that crude oil is
depleting energy source and it is non-renewable, the fear among market players
always persists. Following this notion, it is further demonstrated by Deffeyes (2009)
that constant consideration of falling supply of crude oil is putting under risks future
supplies whilst occasionally directing price of crude to high levels. The perspective of
market development in relation to crude ‘oil peak’ theory model provides some
understandings of the industry. The important feature, nevertheless about ‘oil peak’
theory to be considered in the frame of this analyses is that it is one of the
fundamental aspects putting pressure on price and therefore might be considered in
netback calculation.
The cost of production of crude should be standing in the first place when calculating
sale price of crude. However, this commodity is derived from different locations in the
world at particular cost. According to Parra (2010) the cost of production of one barrel
of oil in Saudi Arabia is around 15 US dollars whereas this cost in the North Sea
equals 40 US dollars per barrel. It is even higher in arctic region reaching almost 90
US dollars level. The cost of production has been rising in line with basic economic
indicators. As it was pointed out by Oil Minister of Saudi Arabia, the cost of
production of crude oil in the beginning of 1990s was 1,50 US dollars per barrel rising
within the next decade to the level of 5 US dollars per barrel. The cost of production
is major component of netback calculation system. However, the cost varies
depending on the place where the commodity is derived. Therefore, in each case
there are different costs of production and delivery to the market. The benchmark
formula was born at the time when different costs of crude oil demonstrated to the
market that price can not be so different depending on place of production. Parra
(2010) notices the major and vital part forming the price of oil, but, it is not revealing
the basics of crude oil price formation and its association with true cost and netback
calculation.
It is noteworthy fact that simple production of crude oil, transportation and calculation
of cost based only on these factors is not enough to estimate true price of energy
commodity. The long term business and military cooperation between the US and
Middle East crude oil exporting countries should also be considered when calculating
price of crude oil. It is stipulated by Moran and Russel (2009) that the work of market
mechanism in crude oil business is characterized by several factors whilst each one
of them is linked to the US market. First of all, the largest economy of the world is
one of the major producer of crude oil as well as the main importer of crude oil from
Africa, South America and Middle East. Secondly, the dependence on foreign oil and
strong political and military power the US possess open for consideration different
options for securing crude oil supply into the country. The calculation of cost included
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into netback calculation should also consider the price of military intervention as well
as finances invested into security projects of different crude oil supplying regions as it
argued by Muller and Krauner (2007). It was estimated that cost per barrel of oil
should had been 100 US dollars during the second gulf war when the US army
invaded to Iraq in 2003. According to estimations, only the price of oil at that level
might covered expenses of the war, however, during mentioned period, it was only 25
US dollars per barrel. Considering this particular case and the extent of the US
influence in crude Middle East region, it must be made separate estimation of the
cost of such policy and possible inclusion this cost into netback calculation of price of
crude oil. The subject might be viewed from two perspectives where on the one hand,
there might be put forward an argument that cost of production should be included
into price from seller’s side whilst on the other side in case crude oil is exported into
the country ensuring military protection for exporting country that party might receive
crude oil at the price with deduction of the costs spent on military protection.
The mechanism of crude oil price calculation is based today on speculation of
forward, futures contracts, swaps and options. The technological development opens
opportunity for trading from every computer in the world and become part of sale and
purchase of crude oil. Moreover, the rules of market provide also opportunity to
hedge risks protecting investors form volatile price movement of the crude. The
conception of economic rent reveals some very fundamental characteristics of price
settlement mechanism in the market and price formation principles. It is argued by
Noreng (2007) that crude oil price in any way depends on actual production volume,
supply into the market and therefore price of this commodity is reflecting pure supply
and demand notion of the market whilst it is also considering reserve oil capacities
both for the short and long term future.
The literature review in the frame of analyses of price formation based on netback
mode actually reveals some very outstanding issues that are conceptually not
included in price formation within boundaries of existing market conditions. It must be
noticed that the level of production as well as estimated volume of reserves should
be considered once netback calculation model is adopted. Moreover, military policy
of protection of crude oil supplying countries must also be taken into account when
calculating cost of crude oil. Finally, the risks associated with energy security in terms
of supply and demand in the market are also argued to be part of the netback
calculation. Thus, existing views to the industry and price calculation methodology
underlines those aspects that must be included into price formation whereas none of
them is considered in assessment of crude oil.

3. Methodology
The oil price has been has been swinging during the entire period of its industrial
production. The establishment of OPEC, organization representing interests of all
major crude oil exporting nations, created market conditions where price was
dependent on physical supply and demand in the market for crude oil and oil derived
products. In these circumstances, oil exporting countries may bargain better prices
and dictate conditions to buyer countries. It must be underlined at this stage that the
factor of physical supply and demand was in the front line building the price of crude
oil during early stage of market evolution. It is noticeable that Noreng (2007) argues
that despite initial understanding of the market based supply and demand principle,
their role has been diminished in the following decade as neither of these factors has
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had any long-term impact on the market. Nevertheless, it is assumed that possible
physical shortage of petroleum products in the market shall immediately give revert
reaction and impact on price rise of crude oil. Due to rising risk of possible disruption
of supply from exporting countries, it has become part of strategy to ensure
availability of enough stocks for short term delivery. Thus, it is becoming arguable
case that reduction in oil supply impacts on price even in the short term since it is
information about lowering stocks actually provides ground for speculation of traders.
The methodology of calculation price of crude based on supply and demand is also
supported by Smil (2011) arguing that fundamental principles of economy are vital
when determining price of crude oil. However, this analyses is incomplete as it does
not take into account such significant factors as the role of transportation
infrastructure, refining capabilities and paper trading activities since all of them are
directing price of crude both in the short and long term future.
According to market fundamentals price of crude fluctuates depending primarily on
supply and demand, however, the significant factor determining price of crude must
be referred cost of production. The principle of ‘netback calculation’ was applied and
developed in Saudi Arabia for the first time in the second half of 1980s. The basic
conception of calculation actually refers to very simplistic estimation of cost of crude
oil referring to production, transportation and refining process. There is long chain of
activities beginning from the moment of production and reaching the moment of
petroleum product sale at petrol station. It is stipulated by Roberts (1987) that
calculation of cost during each stage of the process by appropriate companies is
increasing cost whereas marginal profit added to the cost of production also inflates
the cost. However, this system does not consider many factors that always persists
leading to market externalities. There are number of issues such as refining capacity,
transportation facility utilization efficiency, delivery point petroleum products, etc.
which are changing netback calculation and cost for different relevant organizations.
It is therefore presumed that cost associated with crude oil business varies
subsequently putting pressure on price at different times. The methodology
presented for analysis by Roberts (1987) refers to the factors that do not reveal entire
market complexity.
The evolution of crude oil industry in reference to price formation has developed into
the stage when not only physical suppliers and end users are taking part in trading,
but, there are also big financial institutions participating in trading activities. According
to Carollo (2012) the new system of benchmark modeling is linking the price of crude
oil loaded at different ports to one delivered in certain location. It is worth mentioning
fact that more than 60 per cent of crude oil sold around the globe refers to Brent Dtd
quotation used as benchmark in European region. However, this methodology does
not clearly explain how different market players are hedging their risks. It is not clear
how basic principle of trading is working depending on volume production of oil and
refining process. Taking into account number of participants such as producers,
refiners, financial institutions, traders, etc. it must be noticed that pricing of crude is
also guided by the volume of purchase and sale of different contracts (futures,
options, etc). This market segment is omitted from analyses whereas 95 per cent of
oil related trading activities take place apart from actual physical market.
The application of any of mentioned methodologies does not provide any plausible
answer to the question what precise way might explain the notion of netback
calculation. All methodologies applied in the frame of these analyses referring to
supply and demand, cost calculation and benchmark modeling does not reveal the
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fundamental causes of changing price of crude. It is also unclear whether qualitative
or quantitative methodologies might be addressing this complicated issue. There
must be made different approach to study the notion of netback calculation and its
application in price determination of crude oil.

4. Netback Calculation Model
It is highlighted by Carollo (2012) that crude oil market pricing system has shifted
dramatically since the adoption of netback evaluation system. Furthermore, gradual
falling dependence on OPEC countries has led to establishment of new pricing
system depending on location of crude oil sources, involvement of financial
institutions and opportunities of trading of cargoes. It is further underlined that the link
in the market between physical supply and price of the commodity was strong
enough directing the entire market. However, the growing complexity of the system
led to vanishing of strong connection between physical market and price of crude. It
is argued by Parra (2010) that available stocks of crude oil as well as petroleum
products is one of those factors that does not pressure market price. The notion of
netback calculation stands in the core conception of adding marginal profit to the cost
production, delivery and refining of crude oil. However, considering such factors as
location of fields, volume of production, complexity of refining system simple cost plus
profit mechanism does not address clearly the issue of pricing principle. The
development of the fields in the North Sea and establishment of trading activities in
London created for the first time so called ’15 day contract’ linked with the production
in the North Sea (Fattouh et al, 2012). The system introduced into the market by
Shell presumed that companies are gaining opportunity to trade cargoes that are not
produced. The system of standard contracts trading evolved further leading to
creation of futures market, options, swaps, etc.
The externalities and problems of such chaotic trading activity became apparent in
the beginning of 1990s. In the system when every receiver of the cargo is passing it
to the next party and the fact that last purchaser (in most of the cases they are
traders) must lift cargo created catastrophic situation when small traders standing in
the last part of the chain could not handle physical delivery of the cargoes. In the
result of these events, new market regulations came into place requiring companies
participating in trading activities to have enough financial back up, guarantying that
physical cargo shall be lifted and delivered to the port of destination. The popularity
of new system paved the way for trading of cargoes by organizations that financially
strong enough. As the outcome of this process International Petroleum Exchange
(IPE) was established in 1988 where market players may trade contracts backed at
the end with physical market in terms of supply and delivery. The netback calculation
methodology started to lose its importance and necessity whilst all trading activities
moved to London whereas supply of crude became no longer dependant on OPEC
members. Big oil producers such as Saudi Arabia and Iran linked its price to London
Brent Dtd straightening their position in the market as the price of the commodity at
trading floors is much higher than production cost of crude. The price fluctuation in
the market became the result of involvement of financial institutions such as banks,
hedge funds, etc. whilst parties actually participating in physical provision of cargoes
are also taking part in the process to reduce exposures that occur because of time
fragment between production, delivery, refining and final supply of petroleum
products to petroleum stations. It is further argued by Carollo (2012) that significant
link in the market between physical and paper traders remain only in the sense of
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final physical presence of the cargoes in the market. The technological development
as well as connection of trading to global internet network system allowed
establishment of ICE platform in IPE in 2000. Despite the fact that crude oil industry
is quite close business where national companies and even multinationals do not
reveal information regarding production volume and sale prices, Middle East
producers adopted the price settlement principle referring to the price established in
ICE platform rather than calculating cost of production and delivery of crude oil. The
differences of intentions of relevant parties (producers, refiners, suppliers, etc.) trying
to secure profit from risks exposures has led to introduction of different derivative
instruments of trading such as options, swaps, futures, etc. (Salvatore, 2012).

5. Conclusion
The price of crude oil is one of the major elements impacting on economic
performance. The unique energy resource supports almost entirely transportation
sector ensuring in many cases economic growth in different parts of the world. The
conception of price of this commodity is standing in the core of economic policies
leading to development of certain projects. The evolution of oil industry has evolved
the necessity of establishing the system where crude oils produced in different part of
particular region refer to the price of one benchmark. However, there are certain
externalities of this pricing principle which do not reveal true price of crude oil.
This research reveals the necessity of establishing unique mechanism for price
calculation. Considering the steps that crude oil passes from the stage of exploration
till the moment of petroleum products retails sale, it is turning to be important point to
establish the way of price indexation. The new model will be moving apart from
existing benchmark methodology which actually separates actual price of crude oil
from true notion of supply and demand.
In this regard, it should be reviewed the principle of ‘netback’ calculation model
indicating the cost of production, delivery, refining, etc. However, there must be
added other factors such as oil reserves, political risks, military protectionist
measures and paper trading prices since all of these factors have direct impact on
separate crude oil exporting countries. The indexation of price under one benchmark
is establishing unfair market condition and therefore there is need for building new
model of price calculation.
The idea itself has not been studied during the last decades. The beginning of
electronic trading and establishment of virtual market backing physical market paved
the way to form benchmark price indexation which actually resulted in separation of
the market into three regions. Thus, price of crude oil now mirrors regional
differentiation instead of accepting crude oil produced in different as one commodity
the price of which should be different depending on quality of the grade, cost of
production and delivery.
Nevertheless, it must be noticed that the netback calculation model does not include
all those conventional perceptions that exists in the market today. It is difficult to
imagine how precisely virtual market is eliminated and physical market stands in the
first place. Moreover, it is worth noticing that netback calculation model is getting
away from indexation mechanism and establishes more chaotic market in terms
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pricing. However, this methodology allows precise valuation of the crude oil cargo
produced in one part of the world and delivered to another.
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